1. Introduction. The object of this note is to present a condition which guarantees that a filtered ring A is isomorphic (in the category of filtered rings) to its associated graded ring gr A. The result is that a separated, complete, nonnegatively filtered ring A over a field k of characteristic 0 is isomorphic to gr A if and only if dim k H 2 (gr A, gr A) = dim k H 2 (A, A) where the dim fc H 2 (gr A, gr A) is finite. The tool is algebraic deformation theory. Rim has observed that an application of the main theorem yields a condition for a plane algebroid curve over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 to be of the form u m = \f -a result obtained by Zariski [5] by a different approach.
2. Since A is a deformation of gr A (Gerstenhaber [1] (f t (a,b) ,c) = 0 holds and the formal derivative of this is f t {a, F t (b, c)) + F,(a, ƒ,(*>, c)) -F,(/,(a, b\ c) -/,(F,(a, fc), c) = 0 which is precisely the condition for F t to be a 5,-cocycle.
It is important, as Rim observes, that F t , the derivative of the multiplication f n not only is a cocycle of the deformed algebra but is actually intrinsic to the deformed algebra and represents a cohomology class which would not be altered if f t were replaced by an equivalent multiplication g t . This is proved by the following observations. If f t and g f are equivalent multiplications, then
Ma,b)^^;\g t^t a^tb))
where \j/ t is a linear automorphism.
The formal derivative of \j/ t f t (a, b) = gr(</w <M>) is (2) xl*' t {f t (a, b)) + i// t F t (a, b) = G t {x^ta, i// t b) + g^a, ij/ t b) + g t {\j/ t a, i//' t b)
where G, is the derivative of g t . From (1) and (2) it follows that (f(a, b)) = /i(<D r a, 0,6 ) and the derivative of both sides of this expression is 0>;( ƒ,(«, 6)) + <D t (F,(a, &) 
